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As we’ve seen in ACCENT ACTIVITIES: Pronunciation Supplement to Speaking, a speaker’s choice of 
phrase or sentence focus can make a big difference in meaning—or at least in how listeners 
understand the message or significance of an utterance. Here’s an example of a sentence 
typical in the context of disputes or “heated discussion.” Notice how the meaning changes                
as each word becomes the focus point. (Again, CAPITAL LETTERS indicate extra emphasis. 
The sentences in parentheses explain the meaning.)  

 I didn’t say they did it. (Perhaps someone else said that they did it.) 

 I DIDN’T say they did it. (I know I never said such a thing.) 

 I didn’t SAY they did it. (Maybe I thought they did it, but I didn’t say so.) 

 I didn’t say THEY did it. (Possibly some other people did it.)  

 I didn’t say he DID it. (I said he was planning on it, not that he completed it.) 

 I didn’t say he did IT. (He did something else—not what we were talking about.) 

 

H ow Timing (Pausing in the Rhythm) Can         
Make a Difference  

In a way similar to that of phrase and sentence focus, the timing and pausing of speech can 
make major differences in meaning. That’s because in long sentences, fluent speakers express 
ideas in  “rhythm groups,” also called “thought groups.” These groups of words belong 
together in meaning. What are the pronunciation features of a “rhythm or thought group?” 
Each phrase or group of words that go together: 

 includes a focal (focus) point—a word or syllable with at least a little extra emphasis, 

 ends in falling intonation (a step down or glide down in pitch)—most of the time, and 

 is followed by a pause, sometimes a very short pause. 
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How can pausing between rhythm/thought groups impact or influence meaning?  
Here are some kinds of language in which pauses can be especially significant: 

1.  Numbers and Mathematical Equations: Here are some examples of common phrases                          
that include numbers, with vertical lines Ü marking likely speech pauses: 

 Street addresses: 1 Ü 0 Ü 7 Ü 3 Ü 6 Jefferson Boulevard,  ÜApartment 6 Ü0 Ü4.                                            

28 Ü 40 Main Street (or 2 Ü 8 Ü 4 Ü 0 Main Street). 

 Zip codes: Santa Monica, CA Ü 9 Ü 0  Ü 4 Ü 0 Ü 5. San Francisco 9 Ü 4 Ü 1 Ü 3 Ü 3.  

 Area codes and telephone numbers: 310 Ü 555 Ü12 Ü 12 ÜExtension 2 Ü 0 Ü 8. 

 Math equations: (4 + 2) Ü x 3 Ü = 24.  20 Ü ÷ (3 + 1) Ü =  5.  8 Ü x (15 – 6) Ü = 72. 

2. Series of Items: “Lists” of things separated by commas and connected by conjunctions                      
(and, or, etc.), especially if some items are compound nouns.1  (Here are some examples 

followed by italicized explanations in parentheses.) Vertical lines Ü indicate likely pauses. 

Double lines ÜÜ indicate longer pauses.  

 The language of conflict resolution is appropriate for problematic situations, Ü heated 

discussions, Ü or legal disputes.  
      (This sentence contains 3 items in a series, each with an adjective before a noun.2) 

 Don’t try to ignore, Ü insult, Ü or overpower your opponent: Ü Ü shout louder, Ü higher, Ü or 

longer than others; Ü Ü or “win” an argument through intellect, Ü sarcasm, Ü or perfect logic.    
(This sentence contains 3 approximately equal series, each with 3 items in it.               

Two vertical lines Ü Ü between separate series show a longer pause.) 

 Wealthy divorcing couples may argue over things like the house boat, Ü sports car, Ü airplane, Ü 
tennis court, Ü etc.                                                                                                                                                

(With inappropriate pauses between the parts of these four compound words and phrases, the sentence               
might contain 8 different items: the house, sports, the car, the air, the plane, tennis, the court.) 

 Couples with less money might fight over items like the clock, Ü radio, Ü coffee, Ü table, Ü 
microwave, Ü oven, Ü computer, Ü software, Ü car, Ü pet, Ü etc.                                                                         

(Without pauses between the 10 separate items of this series, this sentence would be about only              
5 compound nouns: the clock radio, coffee table, microwave oven, computer software, and carpet.) 

1  A compound noun (two or more words that function as one noun) is pronounced like a single noun, with the primary 
emphasis (strongest stress) on the first element (part) of the compound word or phrase. 

Examples of Compound Words  

NEWSpaper BIRTHday aLARM  clock PHOTo  album 
TOOTHpaste PAYcheck TAPE  recorder COFfee  pot 
TABlecloth BOOKshelves ORange  juice DINner  napkins 

Examples of Compound Phrases  

2  In phrases with an adjective before a noun, it’s the noun that receives the strongest emphasis. Here are examples:                    
two STAMPS,  plastic BAGS, a wooden TABle, a brown CARpet, black BOARDS, high CHAIRS, hot DOGS.                                   
With different emphasis, the last three examples above would be compound nouns or phrases: BLACKboards 
(chalkboards), HIGH chairs (specially made baby chairs), and HOT dogs (sausage sandwiches). 
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3.  Phrases with Word Endings That Sound Like Conjunctions:  Here are examples of noun phrases 
that could have two different meanings, depending on the pauses between thought groups:  

4.  Direct Quotations: According to where the pauses are, quoted words (what someone said) 
can be understood in more than one way. Here are examples followed by explanations:   

 The wife said, Ü“My divorce lawyer is late.” ( = The attorney is late.)  VS.  

“The wife,” said my divorce lawyer, “is late.” ( = The wife is late, not the lawyer.) 

 “She,” Ücomplained the husband, Ü“is not telling the truth.” ( = He thinks she is lying.) VS.  

She complained, Ü “The husband is not telling the truth.” ( = She thinks he is lying.) 

EXERCISE 1—RECOGNIZING MEANING DIFFERENCES CREATED BY TIMING & 
PAUSING.  Here are pairs of phrases and sentences in which pauses make 
a big difference in meaning. Listen and repeat each item. Try pronouncing 
it on your own.  To answer the questions to the right, say a, b, or both. 
(The answers are in the Key at the end of this book, with vertical lines to 
indicate necessary pauses.) Work in pairs: each person in turn reads 
one of the sentences of each pair, with the appropriate pausing.  
The other person tells which sentence, a or b,  he/she heard. 

one kind of item two kinds of item one kind of item two kinds of items 

wooden spoons wood Ü and spoons  a greener blue a green Ü or blue 
golden jewelry gold Ü and jewelry super salad soup Ü or salad 
fallen spring fall Ü and spring a better bit a bet Ü or bit 

 
Phrase or Sentence Pairs  Questions about Meaning 

(Answer a or b.) 

1. a. 1-234-567-8910 
b. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0 

 Which numbers are in a list? 
 Which are in a telephone number? 

2. a. 5/6/70, 8-19-55, 10/10/86 
b. 5670, 81955, 101086 

 Which numbers sound like dates? 
 Which sound like street addresses? 

3. a. (2 x 4) + (12 - 6)  2 =  
b. 2 x (4 + 12) - (6  2) = 

 Which problem has the answer 29?  
 For which is the answer 7? 

4. a. 20 - (10 + 10) x 2  2 =   
b. 20 - 10 + (10 x 2)  2 = 

 For which of these two equations is the 
answer a higher number?  

5. a. 2:30, 4:50, 8:08, 12:00, 6:45   
b. 2.30, 4.50, 8.08, 12.00, 6.45 

 Which numbers are clock times? 
 Which are amounts of money? 

6. a. five weeklong vacations   
b. five-week long vacations 

 Which vacations are longer? 
 Which tells how many vacations?  
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K inds of Rhythm or Thought Groups 
As explained and demonstrated, pauses in fluent spoken English can make a significant 
difference in how the meaning of a message is understood or interpreted by listeners.        

Which kinds of words should go together in “thought groups?” In addition to numbers, series of 
items, and direct quotations, there are some general principles and word patterns.   

In the left column of the following Chart are some kinds of word groupings—clauses and phrases. 
The words in each pattern are usually spoken together without pauses between them.  On the right 
are sentence examples that include such groupings in context. The syllables in CAPITAL LETTERS 
indicate possible meaning focal points of the separate thought groups. Single and double vertical lines 
signify places where it may be appropriate to pause and take a breath. 

Paying special attention to the word groupings and pauses, listen and repeat the examples.                           
Read them aloud on your own.  

Kind of “Rhythm/ 
Thought Group” 

Examples in Context  
(The underlined words are examples of the kind of 

thought group named in the first column.) 

a short sentence, the end of 
which is marked by a period or a 

question mark 

So that’s IT. ÜÜWe’re splitting UP. ÜÜWhen can we 
discuss arRANGEments? ÜÜ 

a short clause (a group of words 
with a subject and verb within a 

longer sentence) 

Since we’re not going to SHARE a place anymore, ÜÜ 
let’s disCUSS the things Üthat we want to take                    
WITH us ÜÜso we’ll BOTH have what we need. ÜÜ 

the subject phrase of a 
sentence—as contrasted to the 

verb phrase 

You and I and our HOUSEmates Ühave accumulated 
MAny possessions. ÜÜBut there aren’t Üa whole                    
lot of VALuable things.  

a noun phrase (adjectives before 
nouns)—probably the subject or 

object of a sentence 

I don’t especially want Ü those ratty old worn-out spiral 
dollar NOTEbooks. ÜÜThe rusty, broken WINdow fan 
Üdoesn’t interest me EITHer. ÜÜ 

a verb phrase (main verb with 
auxiliaries, perhaps followed by 
an object or adjective or adverb) 

To tell you the TRUTH, ÜÜI haven’t been THINKing 
much Üabout the HOUSE. Perhaps I ÜSHOULD have 
paid Ümore attention to it. ÜÜ   

a prepositional phrase (a 
preposition before a noun or 

pronoun object) 

I bought the things Üfor the KITCHen. ÜÜALL Üof 
them Üought to belong Üto ME. ÜÜ I should be taking 
THOSE items Üto MY new place.    

a connecting word or phrase, 
followed by a comma. Such 

items may be introductory words 
or phrases or “interrupters.”   

HowEVer, ÜI’m willing to TALK about them. ÜÜOn the 
OTHer hand, ÜI don’t have much TIME. ÜÜYOU, Üin 
adDItion, Ü have to make SOME decisions. ÜÜ 



 

Phrase or Sentence Pairs  
Questions about Meaning  

(Answer a or b.) 

7. a. twenty two-pound packages   
b. twenty-two pound packages 

 Which packages are 
heavier? 

8. a. He bought a suit, coat, dress, shirt, bow, tie, . . .  
b. He bought a suit coat, dress shirt, bow tie, . . . .  

 Who bought only men’s 
clothing? 

9. a. She didn’t get the evening, gown, fur, coat, or 
flowers she expected as gifts. 

b. She didn’t get the evening gown, fur coat, or 
flowers she expected as gifts.  

 Which woman expected 
more gifts?  

 Which expected only 3 
items?  

10. a. I’m unhappy with our sports club car pool. 
b. I’m unhappy with our sports, club, car, pool...  

 Who is unhappy about 
only one thing?  

11. a. Let’s buy the book, shelves, coffee, pot, table, 
cloth, and one or two other things.    

b. Let’s buy the bookshelves, coffee pot, tablecloth, 
and one or two other things.   

 Who is planning to                
buy more different     
kinds of items? 

 

12. a. The catalog has some nice china cups, wooden 
spoons, woolen socks, and so on.   

b. The catalog has some nice china, cups, wood and 
spoons, wool and socks, and so on.  

 Which catalog shows a 
larger variety of items, 
including materials for 
making things? 

13. a. “You,” decided the lawyers, “will not get any                            
of our money.” 

b. You decided the lawyers will not get any of                      
our money.   

 In which situation will 
lawyers keep money? 

 Which lawyers might 
receive nothing? 

14. 
 
a. “My husband,” said the wife, “has been fooling 

around.”  
b. My husband said the wife has been fooling around.  

 Which speaker accuses 
her mate of infidelity?  

 Who is telling gossip 
about another couple?  

15. a. “No one,” claimed the man, “could prove it.”  
b. No one claimed the man could prove it.   

 Which is a direct quote? 
 Which makes no claims?  

Oh, no! My husband 
has been fooling 

around! 

Didn’t    
you hear?          
It’s the 

wife  
that’s 
been 

fooling 
around! 

No one could 
prove it.  

No one 
could 

prove it.  

No one 
claimed 

you could 
prove it. 

And     
you’re 

“the man!”  
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310-850-2134 310-850-1243 
20 five-dollar 

bills 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9. 10. 11. 12. 

13. 14. 15. 16. 

2 weeklong tours 2-week long tours fan window 

32¢ stamps 30 two-cent stamps 

23 dollar notebooks $23 notebooks 

window fan oven toaster toaster oven 

EXERCISE 2—PRONOUNCING THOUGHT GROUPS AND PAUSING BETWEEN PHRASES              
IN CONTEXT.  Here’s a roleplay situation that will focus speakers’ attention 
on word groupings and appropriate pausing between them.  

A couple—or a pair of roommates—is moving apart. Each person needs items to set up a separate 
household. Below are pictures and words for the things that are in dispute. 

In pairs, discuss dividing up the items. Be sure to say words that belong 
together in phrases and to pause between thought groups. EXAMPLES: 

Speaker 1: I’d like the TOASTer, | Oven, | and TOASTer oven. || 

Speaker 2: But I need to cook too! || Why don’t you take the TOASTer | and OvEN, | and I’ll take                               
the  TOASTer oven? || 

Make two item lists—one for the things that each person will get.                    
Then, paying attention to rhythm/thought groups, focus words in phrases, 
and pausing, tell the whole group your decisions (who will get what).                
Your listeners will write down the items (or their numbers) in separate 
lists—as they understand your pronounciation. If their lists are the 
same as yours, your accent was probably clear and comprehensible,                    
especially in your word groupings and pausing. 

(310) 850-2134 310.850.1243 

20 five-dollar bills 25 dollar bills  
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17. 18. 19. 20. 

21. 22. 23. 24. 

25. 26. 27. 28. 

29. 30. 31. 32. 

33. 34. 35. 36. 

37. 38. 39. 40. 

coffee pot coffee pot 

desk high chairs 

pool bird bath bird pool table 

chairs 

desk lamp 

woolen gloves 

coffee table table lamp table shoes 

wooden horse horseshoes  wood and horse  horse 

desk chairs 

wool and gloves cotton gloves  cot and gloves 
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SITUATION 1: HOUSEWORK 
The two aDULTS in a household | both have 

stressful full-time JOBS. || The teenage 
CHILDren | are pressured to study very hard | 

in high school and college. They ALso work 
part time | for extra cash. OFten, | everyone 

is exHAUSTed, | TENSE, | and IRritable. || 
The HOUSE is dirty | because no one | has the 

time or energy to CLEAN. || It’s MESsy | 
because no one puts things aWAY. || The 

MEALS | consist of unhealthy, | expensive junk 
food | because NO one | wants to cook or wash 

DISHes. EVerybody feels bad in this 
environment, || but NObody wants to take care 

of the housework | aLONE. ||| 

 all day long 
 from morning to night 
 (times on the clock) 
 part-time work 
 grade-point average 
 homework assignments 
 community college 
 college admissions 
 peer pressure 
 the demands of                 

modern life  

 consumer goods 
 entertainment and 

recreation 
 health and fitness 
 the cost of living 
 family commitments  
 domestic responsibilities 
 modern conveniences 
 time-wasting 
 energy efficient 

appliances 
 complicated technology 

SITUATION 2: ACCENTS 
The students in an oral-skills English class | are 
working on the clarity of their SPEECH. SOME 
participants find it difficult | to understand                 
class members with non-native ACcents. ||  
OTHers have trouble with listening comprehen-
sion | because they’re inexperienced LANguage 
learners. || Why do SOME people mumble | or 
talk very SOFTly | when it’s their turn to 
contribute? || Probably because they feel shy,| 
lazy, | or SCARED. Assignment and final COURSE 
grades | are based on students’ compreHENsion 
of and reACtions to | their classmates’ ideas and 
THOUGHTS. Therefore, | EVeryone | wants to 
understand everyone ELSE | EASily. ||| And 
everyone wants to be underSTOOD too. |||  

 non-native speaker 
accents 

 native speaker dialects 
 voice, articulation, and 

enunciation 
 pronunciation clarity 
 voice volume and 

projection 
 ability to understand 
 willingness to listen 

carefully 
 requesting repetition 

 asking for clarification 
 checking when you don’t 

understand 
 compensating for accent 

differences 
 responsibility for getting 

the point 
 scoring and grading 

methods 
 fairness and effectiveness 
 grade point average 
 (numbers, percentages) 

EXERCISE 3—USING TIMING (THOUGHT GROUPS & PAUSING) IN CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION. Below are some situations in which in which there’s often 
disagreement.  In a group, choose one or more to resolve—or use a real 
conflict of your own. Use the words in the problem description, the listed 
phrases, and/or your own ideas. Discuss the problem until it’s “solved.”                

Either “roleplay” your group discussion or explain your resolution process 
and decisions. Again, use timing and pausing appropriately to get your 
message across. Your listeners will comment—not only on the clarity of 
your accent but also on your group process, interaction, and outcomes.  

Here are examples, with possible meaning focus points in CAPITAL 
LETTERS and pauses indicate by vertical lines, for Situation 1: 

Father: I have to work at a HORrible job, | all day LONG, | from early morning to late at NIGHT. | |                                        
If I can’t reduce the PRESsure, I might have a HEART attack! 

Mother:  But so do I ||—work all DAY, | I mean. || Of course, | I wouldn’t HAVE to | if you made more                        
MONey | to take care of what this family needs to LIVE. ||.  


